
How do artists draw landscapes? Art

Sketching (Landscapes theme)

Teaching focus: Landscapes drawing

Learning Lens: Drawing

Class: Year 2

PreviousKnowledge

theme study (Y1)

Project Hook or ‘Wow’memory

Drawing on the playground

LearningSteps Key Knowledge(answers)

What is a landscape? 
Which artists create 
them?

Drawing of what is around people and 
what they can see. (the land)

They can be drawn, painted, photographs, 
collage. Some famous artists are Van 
Gogh, Turner, Monet, Hokusai

Keyvocabulary

rubbings Using textures in your environment to create textures

What different tools can I 
use to draw?

Artists use lots of different tools to create artwork. Some are 
always black and white some create colour. Pastels can 
create a soft smudged image, felt tips are bold. Pencils can 
have a variety of different uses.

Shade Light and darkness of a picture

observing Using what you can see to create an image

tools What you’re using to draw

How does the surface I 
draw on change the effect?

Artists can use textures to create patterns and texture in their work. 
Different textures can create different patterns, some are repeating 
patterns and some are more random. 

How can I make 
observational drawings?

Observational drawings mean drawing what you can see. You need to really 
look at what you’re drawing and the shapes that you can see. Most objects 
are mad up of lines and shapes which can help you to draw. 

Final outcome Plan, create and evaluate a final piece of a famous British 
landmark using the skills learnt. 

Final outcome

Key skills pupils will use in this topic:

Use a variety of drawing tools – crayon, chalk,  pencil, felt tips. Make 

rubbings

Observe and draw Shapes and patterns

Draw light and dark lines (tone) 

Final outcome

Create a drawing of a famous landmark 

you have learnt about. 

Trace around the shape and create 

texture/ light and dark.


